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Added value for furniture – Lehmann at interzum @home
The days when furniture was locked solely by mechanical means, using only a lock, cylinder and key,
are long gone. Today, the market is dominated by dial locks and electronic locking systems. Lehmann
will be showcasing its latest furniture locking system arrivals in May 2021. Under the „Making Storage
Smart“ banner, the Westphalian family-owned company is presenting intelligent and secure locking
solutions that give users real added value.
Smart functionality, maximum versatility and a far higher level of security are the key features of the latest
generation of intelligent locking systems for furniture. Not only easy to use with existing transponders, they are
also ideal for application in companies with outlet or branch operations. This makes it possible to define
consistent requirements across all operating bases while also providing the convenience of managing them on
a centralised basis.
These modern locking systems do more, though, than just protect the locker or personal desk drawer against
unauthorised access. If necessary, the log files can be exported in observance of access restrictions and used
in compliance with data-protection regulations. This, for instance, helps to identify attempts to open a lock
without authorisation.
Particularly impressive is the wealth of intelligent functions that come with Lehmann’s smart locking systems.
These not only include visual and acoustic signals or simple mode-change capabilities but also the option of
giving specific individuals authorisation to use furniture for selectable periods of time. Automatic lock opening
and engagement can be planned in meticulous detail.
Developed in-house, the LMS Lehmann Management Software tool provides an intuitive interface for managing
the many functions – giving the system exceptional convenience and flexibility at any place of use. As a result,
individual locks can easily be enabled and disabled in line with the purpose they are intended for – catering
perfectly to today’s modern and mobile working world.
Customisable and adaptable to suit any need, modern and intelligent locking systems from Lehmann provide
immense practical convenience, are also extremely customer-friendly in design and they are easily fitted to
upgrade an existing set-up. Lock-system conversions couldn’t be more straightforward either – true to the
motto: „Making Storage Smart“.

Caption 1: Smart functionality, maximum versatility and a far higher level of
security are the key features of the latest generation of intelligent locking
systems for furniture. Photo: Lehmann

Caption 2: Customisable and adaptable to suit any need, modern and intelligent
locking systems from Lehmann provide immense practical convenience, are
also extremely customer-friendly in design and they are easily fitted to upgrade
an existing set-up. Photo: Lehmann
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Lehmann
The family owned business LEHMANN in Minden/Westphalia is one of the of European leaders for
mechanical and electronic locking systems for furniture and more. The range of applications
extends from office and commercial furnishings, lockers and safe deposit boxes, shopfitting and
interior furnishing, laboratory, warehouse and factory equipment, caravan and boat building up to
vending machines. Two modern plants with own research and product development as well as tool
and mould construction, foundry, plastic injection moulding and electroplating form the basis for
innovation and quality of the products. Around 340 employees worldwide ensure customer
satisfaction and delivery reliability. In addition Lehmann actively markets individual steps in its
supply chain as industrial services.
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